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06Check-In / Virtual 
Receptionist  

Never keep your guest 
waiting again! Create a 
consistent, reliable and 
immediate touch point 
using an interactive 
touchscreen.  

05KPI Management 
Dashboard

Communicate with your 
team through an engaging 
experience with a 
dashboard you can interact 
with. Maneuver through 
relevant information 
quickly all from a single 
hub that provides a 
versatile solution to 
monitor and motivate the 
organization based on KPIs.

Elo’s Interactive Digital Signage (IDS) displays offer professional-grade touchscreens with a slim design providing 
a great way to embrace collaboration in your meeting rooms, enhance your lobby, and guide visitors through your 
building.

Educate, Engage and Communicate with 
Interactive Signage in Your Office
Elo @ The Office goes beyond the traditional projector and big screen display approaches most offices use today. It brings interaction 
into your work space whether through a wayfinding display, self-service kiosk, conference room collaboration system, and more. Elo’s 

touchscreen signage products have a solution for almost any application.
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Lobby Signage / 
Corporate Communication

03
Let visitors control their 
experience by placing 
interactive digital signage 
displays in public settings 
like a lobby, hallway, or 
foyer to display videos, 
announcements, news, 
websites, and more.

Conference Room 
Scheduling System

02
Simplify meeting room 
reservations with 
wall-mounted interactive 
signage. Use your existing 
calendaring system or app 
with an Elo touchscreen 
AiO platform to increase 
visibility and simplify 
process. 

Wayfinding

Provide an interactive 
platform for visitors to 
quickly navigate building 
directories, maps, services, 
and events from one 
inclusive resource.

04Conference Room 
Collaboration Display

Present, annotate and 
collaborate seamlessly 
with touchscreens in your 
conference/huddle rooms. 
Enable freedom with touch 
to move between all types 
of content – slides, videos, 
apps, websites, pdfs and 
more.



Our products are designed by us, allowing us to develop a seamless design and architecture across our product 
lines with a variety of options. Whether used as a touch display or an all-in-one touch computer, both can be 
mounted on a wall, stand or within a kiosk. 
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High Performance, Commercial Grade 
Computer Modules

Touchscreen Signage
-  Available in sizes from 10-70 inches includes 10", 15", 22", 32", 42", 
   46", 55" & 70"

-  Optional field-installable computer modules in various configurations 

-  Wall mounts, pole mounts and optional desktop stand available (varies 
   by product)

-  Landscape or portrait orientation

-  Pure-glass touchscreens for superior image quality

-  Choice of touchscreen technologies, Projected Capacitive (PCAP) or    
   Infrared (IR), both with up to10 touches. (I-Series models available with 
   PCAP only. Non-Touch options available.)

Enhance your solutions 
with optional peripherals 
and mounts
-  Webcam (integrated on I-Series models)

-  Table-top, pole & wall mounts

-  Optional peripherals for ID badge scanning (timeclocks, 
   meeting room check in and scheduling):
      - Mag stripe reader (MSR) 
      - Barcode reader 
      - NFC

-  Integrates touch computing with large format (32" – 70") Interactive Digital Signage 
   for an all-in-one solution. (I-Series models sold fully integrated)

-  Choice of OS:
 -  Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ processor running Android OS with enhanced  
    operating system for secure deployments.
 -  Intel® Core™ processors (3 options) to meet the demands of a variety of   
    users

-  Professional-grade hardware for industry leading durability

-  Secure all-in-one solution for easy installation and deployment 

-  Bluetooth 4.0 including iBeacon technology

*5551L 4K does not come in android.

Android
(all-in-one)

Android &
Windows
(all-in-one)

Android & Windows
(optional computer 
module)



To find out more about our extensive range of Elo touch solutions, go to elotouch.com, or call the office nearest you.
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elosales.na@elotouch.com
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Tel +32 (0)16 70 45 00 
Fax +32 (0)16 70 45 49 
elosales@elotouch.com

Asia-Pacific 
Tel +86 (21) 3329 1385 
Fax +86 (21) 3329 1400 
www.elotouch.com.cn

Latin America 
Tel 786-923-0251 
Fax 305-931-0124 
www.elotouch.com


